
 

How to measure Your Gate 

Taking measurements for anything can be tricky, whether it’s for your Wooden 
Driveway gate or Garden Gate to a pair of curtains or blinds! We recommend you 
read through the following page of how you can hang your new Wooden Gate to 
achieve your final preference. We also strongly recommend when taking 
measurements, you have someone else double check them. Remember measure 
twice, cut once! 

Please read the following info carefully to ensure you get the correct size wooden 
gate. We have also produced drawings of the most common batten and post 
configurations below for reference when measuring and installing. If you need any 
further help or info please don’t hesitate to contact us on enquiries@easttech.co.uk 

Please note that to obtain the right calculation, when choosing the height you 
require, it is the height you require at the hinge side that must be used. If you have 
any obstruction above such as drain pipe etc its best to make us aware of this so we 
can come up with a solution together.  

The width required is the gap you want to fill. When you are ordering 
wooden driveway gates then you are measuring for BOTH leaves.  

IMPORTANT when measuring heights take into account any rise of the ground level 
in the direction of the gate opening. When ordering, reduce the width of any wooden 
double gate by approximately 40 mm, garden gates or side gates will be reduce by 
20mm. The height will be reduced by 50mm also to enable the wooden gates to be 
fitted properly (with a gap underneath). It is important that these gaps are present to 
allow the wooden gate to swell during humid weather.  

 

 



Calculate Gate Width 
 
 
Where hinges are on the back of the posts:  
 

 
 

Measure in between the posts and take off 40mm from the overall width of the gap 
between the posts 
 
Where hinges are between the posts:  
 

 
 
Measure in between the posts and take off 150mm from the overall width of the gap 
between the posts 
 
5 bar gates:  
You will need to use double strap hinges to support the gate fully. Measure between 
the posts and take off a total of 240mm from the overall width of the gap between the 
posts. 
 
Alternative Methods:  
If you want your gate to open both ways or out (rather than the standard inwards), 
please call to discuss tolerance required 

 

 Calculate Gate Height 
 
 
When measuring heights it is important to take into account any rise of the ground 
level in the direction of the gate opening.  
 
Reduce the overall height required by 50mm to enable the gates to be fitted properly 
with a gap underneath. It is important that these gaps are present to allow the 
wooden gate to swell during humid weather.  



 
Please note that to obtain the right calculation, when choosing the height you 
require, it is the height you require at the hinge side that must be used. If you have 
any obstruction above such as drain pipe etc its best to make us aware of this so we 
can come up with a solution together.  
 
 

IMPORTANT: Please note we cannot be responsible for any errors using this guide 
as each gate set up can vary greatly with obstructions and different allowances 
having to be given. It is always best to fit gates with adjustable hinges and in these 
cases you can allow a greater hinge clearance. If you are unsure and want some 
guidance please call 

  

 

 


